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NEW PRODUCTS
QSX QUICK SHIFTER KITS

1601-0520

COUNTRY RESTRICTIONS APPLY.

PLEASE CHECK OUR WEBSITE IF THESE ITEMS CAN BE SHIPPED TO YOUR COUNTRY.

WE SUPPORT THE SPORT®

WWW.PARTSEUROPE.EU

V-TWIN
QSX QUICK SHIFTER KIT
FOR HARLEY-DAVIDSON® MODELS WITH EV-6 CONNECTORS

Upgrade your Harley-Davidson® with increased speed and racing ability with the Harley-Davidson®
Quick Shifter Kit. This model plugs directly into the fuel injector for fast installation with no wiring or
splicing needed. This shifter kit upgrades your bike for quicker, smoother shifting without having to
roll off the throttle or pull the clutch. To use, you just put pressure on the shifter, this quickly suspends
the fuel which makes for a smoother upshift with minimal loss of speed and no jerky movements. You
can even adjust your shift times directly on the device with no computer needed to keep up with the
competition. This quick shifter is a plug and play kit with no other components required to get you
back on the road faster.
Easy to install, no wiring required
Standalone kit, not for use with the Power Commander V
DESCRIPTION
FITS HARLEY-DAVIDSON® TOURING 06-07 & 17-19 AND SOFTAIL® 06-15 & 15-19 MODELS AND DYNA® 06-17 MODELS (WITH FORWARD CONTROLS)
QSX QUICK SHIFT HD
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PART #
1601-0523

SHIFT ROD TENSION SENSOR (PUSH TYPE)
M6 - 5/16 UNF THREADS

Requires QSX QUICK SHIFT MODULE and shift rod for finished installation
Compatible with all 1 or 2 cylinder motorcycles
Quick Shift sensor only, requires control box



DESCRIPTION
SENSOR ONLY IMPERIAL-PUSH

PART #
1601-0046

All part numbers in BOLD BLUE are new for this year

WWW.PARTSEUROPE.EU

27.06.2019

STREET
QSX QUICK SHIFTER KIT
FOR INDIAN TS111 MODELS

Give your Indian motorcycle added speed and comfort with our Quick Shifter Kit for
TS111 engines. This upgrade is an easy to install, plug and play kit that connects right
into the fuel injectors, no splicing or wiring needed. To shift, all you do is put pressure
on the shifter instead of pulling the clutch which creates a faster upshift with no jerky
movements. Our quick shift kit can be adjusted for different shift times right on the
device without a computer needed to get you back on the road faster with minimal time
in the garage.
Easy to install, no wiring required
Compatible with all Indian motorcycles with TS111 engines
DESCRIPTION
FITS ALL INDIAN MODELS (WITH TS111 ENGINES)
QSX QUICK SHIFT IND TS111
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PART #
1601-0522

QSX QUICK SHIFTER KIT
FOR INDIAN SCOUT MODELS AND VICTORY OCTANE

Upgrade your Indian Scout or Victory Octane to have a smoother, faster upshift with our
QSX Quick Shifter Kit. This plug and play kit lets you upshift by just putting pressure on
the shifter instead of pulling the clutch and rolling off the throttle. It cleanly suspends
the fuel to get rid of jerky movements and gives you a more comfortable ride. This kit is
easy to install directly into the fuel injectors without any splicing or wiring and it can be
adjusted for your needed shift time right on the device.
Easy to install, no wiring needed
Compatible with all Indian Scout or Victory Octane motorcycle
DESCRIPTION
FITS INDIAN SCOUT 15-19, SCOUT SIXTY 17-19 MODELS & VICTORY OCTANE 17
QSX QUICK SHIFT IND/VIC

PART #
1601-0521

QSX QUICK SHIFT MODULE - TWIN CYLINDER

This QSX Shift Control Module is the perfect upgrade for anyone with a 1 or 2 cylinder
sports bike that wants a little more comfort and speed. It easily connects using Denzo
style coil stick connectors or it can be hardwired in and then connected to our Quick Shift
sensor. This creates smoother, safer and faster shifts to increase your overall speed and
get ahead of the competition. If you need even more of an edge you can easily adjust the
kill times and the shift sensor activation point right on the device. This module requires the
Quick Shifter and shift rod for a finished installation, you can put in your make, model and
year to find compatible options for you vehicle.
Requires the Quick Shift sensor and shift rod for finished installation
Compatible with all 1 or 2 cylinder motorcycles

NOTE: Control box only, requires shifter sensor.
DESCRIPTION
QSX QUICK SHIFT UNI

PART #
1601-0520

SHIFT ROD TENSION SENSOR (PUSH TYPE)
M6 - 5/16 UNF THREADS

Requires QSX QUICK SHIFT MODULE and shift rod for finished installation
Compatible with all 1 or 2 cylinder motorcycles
Quick Shift sensor only, requires control box



DESCRIPTION
SENSOR ONLY IMPERIAL-PUSH

PART #
1601-0046

All part numbers in BOLD BLUE are new for this year
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OFFROAD
QSX OFF-ROAD IGNITION QUICK SHIFTER KIT

If you’re looking for quick shifting capabilities without the need of a Power Commander
this complete off-road kit is for you. This unit can either be hard wired or installed using
the Denso "coil cap" style connector, for any type of single or dual cylinder motorcycle.
It features a long travel sensor that keeps the unit away from your feet or the bike’s
chain and it is fuller weather proof for even the most intense off-road destination.
This kit gives you the same faster shift as our traditional quick shifter but is designed
specifically to give your off-roading motorcycle an edge on the competition.
DESCRIPTION
QSX QUICK SHIFT KIT MX
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PART #
1601-0320

SHIFT ROD TENSION SENSOR (PUSH TYPE)
M6 - 5/16 UNF THREADS

Requires QSX QUICK SHIFT MODULE and shift rod for finished installation
Compatible with all 1 or 2 cylinder motorcycles
Quick Shift sensor only, requires control box



DESCRIPTION
SENSOR ONLY IMPERIAL-PUSH

PART #
1601-0046

All part numbers in BOLD BLUE are new for this year
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